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Abstract. An average model of Tapped Inductor (TI)
PWM topology was developed and verified
experimentally. The proposed generic and topology
Independent model Is compatible with SPICE and
can be run on any electronic circuit simulator for
DC (static transfer function), AC (small signal) and
TRAN (large signal, time domain) analyses. The
model can also be applIed to derive analytical
expressions of static and dynamic transfer
functions. It Is shown that the classical PWM
topologies are private cases of the TI topologies
and can be analyzed and simulated by the TI model
developed in this study. The proposed simulation
methodology was applIed to study the advantages
and weaknesses of TI PWM topologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

(a)

Classical configurations of DC-DC PWM converter
include an inductor which is used to control energy transfer
from input to output terminals. Except for the Flyback
topology, the same inductor is normally operational during
the Don and Doff periods. The idea of separate inductances
for charging and discharging can be extended to the Buck and
Boost topologies by applying a Tapped Inductor (TI) [1,2] .
This modification introduces an extra degree of freedom that
could be advantageous in some applications. The purpose of
this study was to develop a SPICE compatible average model
that can be used for DC (static transfer ratio) , AC (small
signal) and 1RAN (large signal, time domain) simulations of
TI PWM topologies. v

m

II. THE T APPED INDUCTOR (TI) PWM
CONVERTER

The fundamental characteristic of 11 PWM converters (Fig.
1) is separation of the charging and discharging inductances.
This is accomplished by applying a tapped, three terminal
inductor, rather then the classical approach of a two terminals

Fig. 1 Tapped Inductor (TI) PWM topologies.
(a) TI Buck. (b) TI Boost. (c) TI Buck-Boost
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inductor. Consequently, the charging of the magnetic field is
carried out through one inductance whereas the discharge is
through another one. The ratio of these inductances is a
function of the location of the tap, that is, on the turns ratio
{Fig. 1). The basic operation of such a converter is
demonstrated by considering the n Buck configuration (Fig.
la). In this case, the inductance during charging {Don) is Lac
and during the discharging period (Doff), Lbc. The resulting
waveforms reflect the fact that two inductances are involved.
This will cause, in general, a change in the static and dynamic
responses of the converter as well as on the voltage and
current stresses of the switch and diode. For example, the
maximum reverse voltage of the diode (V Dr) and the switch

(Vsw)are:

switches (5) and (5) that conduct during Ton and Toff

respectively (Fig. 2).

A. Continuous current mode (CCM)

As a fIrst step in the development of the average model we
defmed the equivalent circuits of the STI (Fig. 3). The circuit
of Fig. 3.a keeps the same currents as those of the original
STI , while the circuit of Fig. 3.b keeps only the same flux.
Now, using the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.b, we consider the
average change in the magnetic flux «1» of the STI during a
switching cycle (TS), i.e. :

& f ,

Ts
(5)V Dr = Vin + (n-l)Vo

n (1)
Ts

Vsw=nVo (2)

where:

Nac

n=~
(3)

as compared to Yin and Yo of the classical Buck topology.
This observation already suggests that the TI Buck converter
could be useful when the reverse voltage of the steering diode
is a limiting factor (for n>l). Furthermore, it can enable the
use of Schottky diodes in cases where the input voltage
exceeds the practical limits of this technology. This will
obviously boost the overall efficiency by reducing the diode
conducting losses <PD) by the amount:

Fig. 2. The Switched Tapped Inductor (STI).

L1PD = IDavl VDSi -IDavn VDSh
(4)

where IDavl is the average diode current for the two terminals
inductor (n=I), VDSi is the forward voltage drop of a Silicon

diode, IDavn is the average current for the TI case (n> 1) and

VDSh is the forward voltage drop of a Schottky diode.

(a)
III. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The proposed average model is based on the concept of the
Switched Inductor Model presented earlier [3]. This approach
hinges on the observation that all PWM converters (and
derivatives) include an inductor which is switched, at one end,
between two points. Here we extend this observation to the
TI cases in which the same Switched TI (STI) assembly is
recognized (Fig. I) in all topologies. Hence, the STI is a
universal, topology independent, building block of all TI
PWM converters. Another point to observe is the steering
diode (D in Fig. I), normally included in PWM converters, is
in fact a switch whose operation and that of the main switch
(S in Fig. I) are mutually exclusive. Therefore, the STI

"assembly can be represented as a TI which includes two

(b)

Fig.3 Equivalent circuits of the Switched Tapped
Inductor (STI).
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Assuming that the terminal voltages (Va, Vb, V c in Figs.
1-3) are constant within a switching cycle, equation (4) is
evaluated to be:

-ILDon
la = Don+Doff

-nlLDoffIb = Don+Doff
VL = Vac Don + nVbc(l-Dow (6)

where VL is the average voltage across the inductor Lac .
Ic = la+lb = IL Don + nlLDoff

Don+Doff

VL = Vac Don + nVbcDoff

From the normalized current waveform through the inductor
(IL) (Fig. 4.b) we found that:

Defining the nonnalized current through Lac and its average

to be IL and IL (Fig. 3.b), the average current that flows

through tenninals (a) and (b), when active, will be IL and

nlL respectively. Therefore, the average current seen at

tenninal (a), la, will be:

JILdt

Ton

(7)

from which:

and the average current through tenninal (b), Ib:

-1 J -
Ib = TS nILdt

Toff

(8) where:

For the quasi steady-state condition assumed here, the low

frequency components of I a is evaluated to be (see CCM
current wavefonns in Fig. 4.a):

Substituting (18) into (17):

2ILLac
Doff= V D T -Don

ac on s

(19)
la = ILDon (9)

C. Average mode/ingfor CCM andDCM
and:

In the CCM operation mode (as can be seen from the
current waveform of IL in Fig. 4.a):

--
Ib = nIL(l-Don) (10)

Consequently: Ipk ~ 2IL (20)

in that case, eq. (17) and (19) will give:
---
Ic = Ia+lb = IL Don + nIL(l-Don> (11)

Doff~ I-DonThe results of equations (6.9-11) can be emulated by the
---

equivalent circuit of Fig. 5. The average values la. Ib. Ic and

VL are generated by the dependent sources Ga. ab. Gc and EL

respectively.

therefore, if we clamp the expression for Doff, as given in
(19), to I-Don (and zero to prevent possible calculation
errors), we get the actual Doff for both DCM and CCM. This
is what has been done in the average model of TI Buck as
shown in Fig. 6. The dependent source EDoff generates the
Doff using eq. (19). The dependent source Emax and the diode
D2 clamps it to I-Don and the diode Dl clamps it to zero.
The other dependent sources Ga, ab, Gc and EL emulates
equations (12-15) which are valid for both DCM and CCM
cases (see SPICE file in the appendix).

B. Discontinuous current mode (DCM)

In the DCM case, from the cuuent waveforms of Fig. 4.b,

we found that the expressions for la, lb, lc and VL are:
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~ la Switched Tapped Inductor Model (snM)
--

t

v.
m

~

~ ~

~

( )'bon

~ Emax < + )EDoff Rdon~

7Ideal Ideal
Diode Diode

Doff Rdoff Don

Fig. 6. SPICE compatible average model for opened
loop TI Buck converter (for CCM and DCM).

~~Ts

I, Ic

steady state, the average voltage across the inductor (VL) must
be zero. Consequently, from eq. (15):I ~L ~ \iJC

~k ~ Q1

Ton Toff I

VacDon + nVbcDoff= O

t t
from which the explicit expressions for the TI-Buck converter
are:Ts

(a)

'15

(b)

~ -Don
Vin -Don + nDoff

for n-Boost:

Fig.4 The Switched Tapped Inductor (STI) current
wavefonns (see Fig. 2-3 for notations) a. CCM
mode. b. DCM mode.

~ -Don + nDoff

Vin -nDoff

The topology independent STI Model (snM) of Fig. 5 is
an equivalent circuit representation of the average behavior of
the STI assembly. By replacing the STI in a given topology
by the STIM, the switched system is converted into a
continuous circuit. This convenient representation can then be
used as a starting point for analytical evaluation of the static
and dynamic responses ofa given TI topology. Furthermore,
since the STIM is SPICE compatible, it can be directly
applied to carry DC, transient (large signal) and AC (small
signal) analyses. The latter is done in a straight forward
manner since all SPICE based electronic circuit simulators
have a build-in capability of linearization.

(24)

and for TI-Buck-Boost:

~-~

Vin --nDoff
(25)

The analytical expressions for the small signal response of
the TI converters can be evaluated by linearization of the
STIM (Fig. 3) around the operating point. This is carried out
by replacing the terms of the STIM dependent sources by
their differential. For example, in the CCM case, using eq.
(9-11) for Ga, Ob and Gc respectively and (6) for EL, we get:IV. ANALYTICAL RELATIONSHIPS

The static response of the TI PWM converters can be
derived by a simple examination of the STIM (Fig. 5). At

d(Ga} = d(ILDon} = iLDon + ILdon

d(Gb} = d(nIL(I-Don) } = niL(I-Don) -nILdon (27)

d{Gc} =d{Ia+lb} =d{Ga} +d{Gb}

d{EL} = d{VacDon + nVbc(l-Don)} =
= vacDon + vacdon + nVbc(l-Don) -nVbcdon

(29)

where: capital letters denotes for DC values and small letters
for AC small signal values.Fig. 5. The Switched Tapped Inductor Model (STIM).
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The resulting small signal equivalent circuit is linear and it
can be manipulated by standard linear operations to yield the
desired expressions (such as the control to output transfer
function).
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v. SPICE SIMULATION

\

Considering the fact that the STIM is SPICE compatible,
it can be used directly to simulate large and small signal
response of TI converters in open or closed loop
configuration. The procedure for SPICE simulation is
demonstrated here by considering the Buck topology of Fig.
la. The resulting equivalent circuit (Fig.6) can be fed without
any additional mathematical derivation to a general purpose
electronic circuit simulator. In the equivalent circuit of Fig.
6, the duty cycle (Don) is encoded into a voltage (time
dependent) signal v Don. The independent source (V Don) is
the primary excitation for open loop simulations. In closed
loop configuration the voltage (V Don) is generated by the
error-amplifier modulator chain.
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Fig.8 AC analyses of control-to-output transfer

function for TI Buck in CCM (Ro=2Q) and

DCM (Ro=10Q) (see SPICE file in the

appendix).
VoNin

Typical simulation results for the static DC transfer ratio
(VONIN) of the TI Buck PWM DC-DC converters are shown
in Fig. 7. The plots clearly demonstrate the fact that for n> 1,
the transfer ratio becomes non linear even for the buck
topology (equation 23). As will be discussed below this
feature could be of advantage in some situations. The AC
analyses shown in Fig. 8 reveals a Right Half Plane (RHP)
zero in the control-to-output transfer function of the TI buck
converter.

s
VI. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
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(b)

The basic parameters of the experimental TI B uck
converter (Fig. la) were as follows: fs=100kHz, Vin=24V,
C=560I.LF, Ro=5.Q, Lac=304j.J.H for n=2.

Typical experimental waveforms (Fig. 9) confmn the basic
asswnption used to develop the proposed model.

The static transfer function of the experimental converters
(Fig. 10) wer~ found to follow the theoretical ones as derived

0.8

.VolVin

s
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Duly cycle
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0.8

Fig. 9. Experimental waveforms of the TI Buck. (a)
Gate to source voltage(Vgs), of the switching
MOSFET (10 Volts/div). (b) Inductor current
(Ic)(l Amp/div). Horizontal scale 5 mSec/div.

Fig.7 DC characteristics of TI PWM topologies.
a. TI Buck b. TI Boost c. TI Buck-Boost.
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VII. DISCUSSION

One of the advantages of the TI topology over other
proposed methods for extending the DC conversion range of
PWM converter [4-6], is the fact that it involves only a slight
modification of the original PWM topology. Unfortunately,
this modification induces a strong dependence of the small

analytically and obtained by simulation. Similarly, the
experimental small signal control-to-output response were
also found to be in good agreement with the expected
responses (Fig. 11).

The ability of the proposed model to reproduce the large
signal response was tested by comparing the results of two
simulations. One which applied the proposed average STIM
and the other one a straightforward, cycle-by-cycle time
domain simulation (Fig. 12). The speed up ratio of the
average simulations was 295.

signal transfer function on the operating point and introduces
a Right-Half-Plane (RHP) zero even in the Buck
configuration (see AC analysis in Fig. 8). These
characteristics complicate the analyses and design of the
feedback network for closed loop operation. The average
modelling and simulation approach proposed here can ease the
engineering effort involved in the design and optimization of
TI converters. It should be emphasized that although only the
case of n~l has been discussed here, the average model can be
applied to the cases where O<n<l as well [2].
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Fig. 12 Transient response (start up) of TI Buck
inductor current (Ic) and output voltage (Vo),
obtained from average model (smoothed line)
and cycle-by-cycle (rippled line) simulation.

(a). CCM (Ro=2Q). (b). DCM (Ro=10Q). (see
SPICE file in the appendix).
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Fig. 11. Simulated (line) and measured (dots), small

signal, control-to-output response of TI
BUCK. (a) Magnitude. (b) Phase. Vin = 24V ,
n=2 .0=0.75, fs= 100kHz.
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VIII. APPENDIX

The HSPICE [7] file of average model for the TI-Buck
converter (including the extensions for TI Boost and TI Buck-
Boost):

rdon don O 1
* Converter input voltage source.

vin a O vin
* Ic sensor.

vic cO c O
* Converter output filter.

rcf c cf rcf
cf cf O cf
rocOro
*
* TI Boost connections (remove $ signs and put it back on
* the TI buck connections).
*

$xstim O b c don stim
$vin c O vin
$rcfb cf rcf
$cfcfOcf
$ro b O ro
$.nodeset v(il)=-O.l
*
* TI Buck-Boost connections (remove $ signs and put it back
* on the TI Buck connections).

$xstim a 0 c don stim
$vin a 0 vin
$rcfb cfrcf
$cfcfO cf
$ro b 0 ro
*
* Analysis commands.

.tran 1u 2.5m uic

.ac dec 10 1 1meg

.dc vdon O 1 0.1 sweep data=dn

.data dn n 1 2 5 0.5 0.2

.end

REFERENCES

TI -B uck-average-model-dcm&ccm
.opt post method=gear dcon= 1 nomod
* Parameters definition.

.param vin=24 rson=0.18 rlac=0.4lac=176uH
+ rcf=0.13 cf=S60uF n=2 T=40u r0=2 don=O.S vdi=O
*
* The sub-circuit of the STIM for CCM and DCM.
*

.subckt stim a b c don
* Behavioral dependent sources for generating the average
* currents and inductor voltage (see Fig. 4 for notations).

ga a 0 cur='v(i!)*v(don)/(v(don)+v(doff))'
gb b 0 cur='n*v(i!)*v(doff)/(v(don)+v(doff))'
gc 0 c cur='i(ga)+i(gb)'
ell 0 vol='(v(a,s)-v(c))*v(don)+n*(v(b.di)-v(c))*v(doft)'
* Inductor current sensing.

villlO 0
hi! i! 0 vil 1
* Inductor Lac and it's resistance.

rlac 10 11 rlac
lac 110 lac
* Behavioral dependent source for Generating Doff (eq. 19).

edo do 0 vol='(2*v(i!)*lac)/«v(a.s)-v(c))*v(don)*1)-v(don)'
* Doff clamp circuit.

rdoff do doff 1k
dioffl doff doff1 idiode
* Clamping to (l-Don).

edoff! doff! 0 vol='l-v(don)-lm'
* Clamping to zero.

dioff2 doff2 doff idiode
vdiO doff2 0 1m
* Evaluating the switch voltage drop.

gs 0 s i! 0 1
rson s 0 rson
* Evaluating the diode voltage drop.

gid 0 di i! 0 n
di di 0 ddiode
* Boost diode

$diboost 0 di ddiode
* Freewheeling diode model.

.model ddiode d n=0.01
* "Ideal" diode model.

.model idiode d n=lm

.ends
*

11 Buck connections.
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*
* STIM sub-circuit calling.

xstim a O cO don stim
* Don independent voltage source for open loop simulations.

v don don O dc don ac 1


